
WHO TO CONTACT DURING THE LIVE PROGRAM

For Additional Registrations:

-Call Strafford Customer Service 1-800-926-7926 x1 (or 404-881-1141 x1)

For Assistance During the Live Program:

-On the web, use the Chat function to send a message

If you get disconnected during the program, you can simply log in using your original instructions and PIN.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR THE LIVE PROGRAM

This program is approved for 2 CPE credit hours. To earn credit you must:

• Participate in the program on your own computer connection (no sharing) – if you need to register 

additional people, please call customer service at 1-800-926-7926 ext. 1 (or 404-881-1141 ext. 1).  

Strafford accepts American Express, Visa, MasterCard, Discover.

• Listen on-line via your computer speakers.

• Respond to five prompts during the program plus a single verification code.  

• To earn full credit, you must remain connected for the entire program.

Marketplace Facilitator Sales Tax Collection, Reporting, 
and Liability Risks

THURSDAY, AUGUST 25, 2022, 1:00-2:50 pm Eastern

FOR LIVE PROGRAM ONLY



Tips for Optimal Quality FOR LIVE PROGRAM ONLY

Sound Quality

When listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality 

of your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet 

connection.

If the sound quality is not satisfactory, please e-mail sound@straffordpub.com

immediately so we can address the problem.

mailto:sound@straffordpub.com


Recording our programs is not permitted. However, today's participants can 

order a recorded version of this event at a special attendee price. Please call 

Customer Service at 800-926-7926 ext.1 or visit Strafford’s website 

at www.straffordpub.com.

http://www.straffordpub.com/
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Notice

ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY 

THE SPEAKERS’ FIRMS TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A CLIENT OR ANY 

OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF (i) AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT 

MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING, MARKETING OR 

RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN. 

You (and your employees, representatives, or agents) may disclose to any and all persons, 

without limitation, the tax treatment or tax structure, or both, of any transaction 

described in the associated materials we provide to you, including, but not limited to, 

any tax opinions, memoranda, or other tax analyses contained in those materials.

The information contained herein is of a general nature and based on authorities that are 

subject to change.  Applicability of the information to specific situations should be 

determined through consultation with your tax adviser.
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Determining Who Are Marketplace Facilitators

➢ Marketplace facilitator – a marketplace that contracts with 

third party sellers to promote the sale of property, goods 

and services.

➢ If they qualify, they must collect and remit the sales tax 

for taxable sales on their forum / platform

➢ Patchwork:  There is no simple one-size fits all for what a 

“marketplace facilitator” “marketplace provider” is.

➢ Certain facilitators may meet definition in certain states, 

and not others.

• Eg, online travel companies, SAAS platform sites
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Determining Who Are Marketplace Facilitators

➢ To simplify, there are two primary definitions of a 

“Marketplace facilitator” or “Marketplace provider”:

1. Simple (MN, DC example): a person [or company] that provides a 

marketplace that lists, advertises, stores, or processes orders for retail 

sales subject to tax […] for sale by such marketplace sellers, and 

directly or indirectly collects payment from a purchaser and remits 

payment to a marketplace seller

•So ANY company providing ANY forum for others to advertise their 

products / services for sale is a “marketplace facilitator”, if they also 

provide billing and collection, directly or indirectly
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2. Complex (CA example):  any person who contracts with sellers to facilitate for consideration, 

regardless of whether deducted as fees from the transaction, the sale of the marketplace seller’s 

products through a marketplace operated by the person or a related person and who does both of 

the following:

a. Directly or indirectly, through one or more related persons, engages in any of the following:

• Transmitting or otherwise communicating the offer or acceptance between the buyer and seller.

• Owning or operating the infrastructure, electronic or physical, or technology that brings buyers 

and sellers together.

• Providing a virtual currency that buyers are allowed or required to use to purchase products 

from the seller.

• Software development or research and development activities related to any of the activities 

described in the next set of bullet points, if such activities are directly related to a marketplace 

operated by the person or a related person.

b. Directly or indirectly, through one or more related persons, engages in any of the following 

activities with respect to the marketplace seller’s products:

• Payment processing services

• Fulfillment or storage services

• Listing products for sale

• Setting prices

• Branding sales as those of the marketplace facilitator

• Order taking

• Providing customer service or accepting or assisting with returns or exchanges

Determining Who Are Marketplace Facilitators

9
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Determining Who Are Marketplace Facilitators

➢ Most marketplace standards cast a wide net

➢ All are intended to catch the large fish – Amazon, Etsy, Ebay, 

Walmart

➢ Companies such as Shopify and Magento are not considered a 

marketplace facilitator

➢ Several may be interpreted to require collections by anyone that 

provides a platform or forum for others to sell products
• Example: NY has always considered such contractual arrangements 

to establish a co-vendor relationship, in which both parties may be 

deemed the retailer.  NY pursues the one handling the billing and 

collection. 

➢ Query: If I provide forum for online travel arrangements, or 

software vendors to sell their SAAS, am I a marketplace?

➢ Query: If my gaming platform (Playstation, Xbox) allows for 

upgrades to games, payable with bitcoin, am I a marketplace? 10
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SD v Wayfair: The Path to Economic Nexus

11



South Dakota v. Wayfair

➢ South Dakota v. Wayfair, Inc. - (USSCt 6/21/18)

• US Supreme Court, in a 5-4 decision, authored by Justice 

Kennedy, held that the Court’s prior decisions in National 

Bellas Hess and Quill are overruled.

• Court did not create a new bright line rule for state sales 

tax, noting the Commerce Clause favors a “sensitive, case-

by-case analysis of purposes and effects.”

• However the Court redefined the substantial nexus prong of 

Complete Auto for tax cases 

o Company has nexus when it “avails itself of the substantial 

privilege of carrying on business” in a jurisdiction.

o Nexus may be sufficient “based on the economic and virtual 

contacts ... with the State.”

12



South Dakota v. Wayfair

➢ Economic Contacts: significant sales or transactions for 

delivery into the state
• SD law was not at issue, but Court viewed SD thresholds as 

sufficient to prevent discrimination or undue burdens on 

interstate commerce 

➢ Virtual Contacts:  

• Without basis, the Court decided the large retailers in 

Wayfair “undoubtedly maintain an extensive virtual 

presence” in SD, referencing “targeted advertising,” 

“instant access to most consumers through an internet-

enabled device,” a “virtual showroom,” and a “continuous 

and pervasive virtual presence”

13



What States Have Economic Nexus?

➢ 46 states + DC – AL has local; none in DE, MT, NH OR 

➢ 27 states = >$100K annual sales or 200 transactions

➢ Prospective application only 

➢ Trend is for $100,000 threshold

➢ Trend is for revenue only threshold – no count

➢ Most states include gross sales in base and a few only 

include taxable sales – nexus is goal for states

➢ Most marketplace provisions relieve remote sellers of 

compliance obligation, but there are exceptions

➢ Remote sellers must typically include marketplace sales in 

threshold measurement base – nexus is goal for states
(http://www.dillontaxconsulting.com/state-economic-nexus-standards?journal=76)

14



➢ Does this Apply to All Sellers?

• Yes – all remote sellers whose sales exceed the 

threshold must register, collect and remit sales tax 

on all taxable products and services

➢ Does this Apply Retroactively? 

• SD law does not, but Court did not require 

prospective only application of its decision. States 

may do so, however this is ripe with opportunity for 

challenge. (see Massachusetts)

➢ Drop-shipments – if your drop-shipping supplier has 

nexus as a result of sales in these states, they may 

require an in-state resale certificate, or may charge 

sales tax 

States With Economic Nexus

15
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Post-Wayfair Economic Nexus: State Standards 

16
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➢ South Dakota Economic Nexus Thresholds

• 23 states – AK, AR, DC, GA, HI, IL, IN, KY, LA, MD, MI, 

NC, NE, NV, NJ, OH, RI, SD, UT, VT, VA, WV and WY

• >$100K annual sales or 200 transactions

• Trend to eliminate transaction count

• Prospective application only

• All are SSTP except DC, HI, IL, LA, ME, MD, SC, VA

➢ Other Economic Nexus Thresholds

• 24 states – MO takes effect 1/1/23

• Thresholds from $100K to $500K (w/ and w/o counts)
(http://www.dillontaxconsulting.com/state-economic-nexus-standards?journal=76)

Post-Wayfair Economic Nexus: State Standards 

17
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➢ South Dakota Economic Nexus Thresholds

Post-Wayfair Economic Nexus: State Standards 

18



State
Effective / 

Enforce Date Sales $ Threshold
Sales # 

Threshold
SSTP 
State

Threshold Measuring 
Period Notice and Reporting

State also has Marketplace 
Facilitator Provision 
(Amazon, eBay, etsy) For Purposes of Threshold, Sales Include

AK 3/3/20 $100,000 200 No Previous Calendar Year Yes (local sales tax) gross sales (inc. Marketplace)

AR 7/1/19 $100,000 200 Yes
Previous or Current 

Calendar Year Yes
tangible personal property, digital property or taxable services 
(exc. Marketplace)

DC 1/1/19 $100,000 200 No
Previous or Current 

Calendar Year Yes

gross retail sales of tangible personal property, any products 
transferred electronically, digital goods or services (including 
Marketplace)

GA

1/1/2019; 
1/1/2020 $100,000 200 Yes

Previous or Current 
Calendar Year Yes

gross retail sales of tangible personal property delivered 
electronically or physically 

HI 7/1/18 $100,000 200 No
Previous or Current 

Calendar Year Yes gross sales of tangible property, intangible property and services

IL 10/1/18 $100,000 200 No Prior 12 mos. Yes sales of tangible personal property, excluding exempt sales

IN 10/1/18 $100,000 200 Yes
Previous or Current 

Calendar Year Yes
gross sales of tangible personal property, any products transferred 
electronically, or services (exc. Marketplace)

KY 7/1/18 $100,000 200 Yes
Previous or Current 

Calendar Year
notice and reporting 

eliminated Yes
gross sales of tangible personal property, digital property or 
taxable services (including Marketplace)

LA 7/1/20 $100,000 200 No
Previous or Current 

Calendar Year notice and reporting Yes gross revenue from sales

MD 10/1/18 $100,000 200 No
Previous or Current 

Calendar Year Yes
gross sales of tangible personal property, or taxable services 
(including Marketplace)

MI 10/1/18 $100,000 200 Yes
Previous or Current 

Calendar Year Yes
gross sales of tangible personal property, any products transferred 
electronically, or services

NC 11/1/18 $100,000 200 Yes
Previous or Current 

Calendar Year Yes gross sales of tangible or digital property (Inc. Marketplace)

NE 1/1/19 $100,000 200 Yes
Previous or Current 

Calendar Year Yes gross sales of products and services (inc. Marketplace)

NJ 11/1/18 $100,000 200 Yes
Previous or Current 

Calendar Year Yes
gross sales of tangible personal property, any products transferred 
electronically, or services (Inc. Marketplace) 

NV 11/1/18 $100,000 200 Yes
Previous or Current 

Calendar Year Yes gross receipts from retail sales

OH

1/1/18; 
8/1/19 $500,000; $100,000 none; 200 Yes

Previous or Current 
Calendar Year Yes gross receipts from sales (Inc. Marketplace)

RI

8/17/2017; 
7/1/19 $100,000 200 Yes

Previous or Current 
Calendar Year Yes

gross sales of tangible personal property, any software transferred 
electronically or by load and leave, or taxable services

SD 11/1/18 $100,000 200 Yes
Previous or Current 

Calendar Year notice and reporting Yes
tangible personal property, any products transferred 
electronically, or services

UT 1/1/19 $100,000 200 Yes
Previous or Current 

Calendar Year Yes
tangible personal property, any products transferred 
electronically, or services (Exc. Marketplace)

VA 7/1/19 $100,000 200 No
Previous or Current 

Calendar Year Yes gross sales of products and services (Exc. Marketplace)

VT 7/1/18 $100,000 200 Yes Prior 12 mos. notice and reporting Yes gross sales of tangible personal property

WV 1/1/19 $100,000 200 Yes
Previous or Current 

Calendar Year Yes tangible personal property, digital property or taxable services

WY 2/1/19 $100,000 200 Yes
Previous or Current 

Calendar Year Yes tangible personal property, digital property or taxable services

19
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➢ Alaska – enforced 3/3/20 – local only

• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous Calendar Year

• Basis for Measuring Sales: gross sales (inc Marketplace)

➢ Arkansas – enforced 7/1/19

• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous or Current Calendar Year

• Basis for Measuring Sales: tangible personal property, digital 

property or services (exc. Marketplace)

➢ DC – enforced 1/1/19

• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous or Current Calendar Year

• Basis for Measuring Sales: tangible personal property, any 

products transferred electronically, digital goods or services

South Dakota-style Economic Nexus

20
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➢ Georgia – enforced 1/1/19
• $100,000 or 200 transactions

• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous or Current Calendar Year

• Basis for Measuring Sales: gross sales of tangible personal 
property, delivered electronically or physically

➢ Hawaii– enforced 7/1/18

• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous or Current Calendar Year

• Basis for Measuring Sales: tangible personal property, services or 

intangible property

➢ Illinois – enforced 10/1/18

• Threshold Measuring Period: Prior 12 months

• Basis for Measuring Sales: tangible personal property, excluding 

exempt sales

South Dakota-style Economic Nexus

21
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➢ Indiana – enforced 10/1/18

• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous or Current Calendar Year

• Basis for Measuring Sales: gross sales of tangible personal 

property, products transferred electronically and taxable 

services (exc. Marketplace)

➢ Kentucky – enforced 7/1/18

• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous or Current Calendar Year

• Basis for Measuring Sales: tangible personal property, digital 

property and taxable services (inc. Marketplace)

➢ Louisiana – enforced 7/1/20

• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous or Current Calendar Year

• Basis for Measuring Sales: gross revenue from sales

South Dakota-style Economic Nexus

22
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➢ Maryland – enforced 10/1/18

• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous or Current Calendar Year

• Basis for Measuring Sales: gross sales of tangible personal 

property, or taxable services

➢ Michigan – enforced 10/1/18

• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous or Current Calendar Year

• Basis for Measuring Sales: gross sales of tangible personal 

property, products transferred electronically or services 

➢ North Carolina – enforced 11/1/18
• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous or Current Calendar Year

• Basis for Measuring Sales: gross sales of tangible/digital goods 
(inc Marketplace)

South Dakota-style Economic Nexus

23
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➢ Nebraska – enforced 1/1/19

• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous or Current Calendar Year

• Basis for Measuring Sales: gross sales of products and services 

(inc Marketplace)

➢ New Jersey – enforced 11/1/18
• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous or Current Calendar Year

• Basis for Measuring Sales: tangible personal property, specified 
digital products or services (inc Marketplace)

➢ Nevada – enforced 11/1/18
• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous or Current Calendar Year

• Basis for Measuring Sales: retail sales of tangible products

➢ Ohio – enforced 7/18/19 (eff 1/1/18, was $500k) 

• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous or Current Calendar Year

• Basis for Measuring Sales: gross receipts (inc Marketplace)

South Dakota-style Economic Nexus

24
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➢ Rhode Island – enforced 8/17/17
• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous or Current Calendar Year

• Basis for Measuring Sales: gross sales of tangible personal 
property, any software transferred electronically or by load and 
leave, or taxable services

➢ South Dakota – enforced 11/1/18
• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous or Current Calendar Year

• Basis for Measuring Sales: gross sales of tangible personal 
property, products transferred electronically or services 

➢ Utah – enforced 1/1/19

• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous or Current Calendar Year

• Basis for Measuring Sales: gross sales of tangible personal 

property, products transferred electronically or services (exc

Marketplace)

South Dakota-style Economic Nexus

25
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➢ Virginia – enforced 7/1/19
• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous or Current Calendar Year

• Basis for Measuring Sales: gross sales of products and services 
(exc Marketplace)

➢ Vermont – enforced 7/1/18
• Threshold Measuring Period: Prior 12 months

• Basis for Measuring Sales: gross sales of products and services

➢ West Virginia – enforced 1/1/19 
• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous or Current Calendar Year

• Basis for Measuring Sales: gross revenue from the sales of tangible 
personal property and services

➢ Wyoming – enforced 2/1/19
• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous or Current Calendar Year

• Basis for Measuring Sales: gross revenue from the sales of tangible 
personal property, digital property and services

South Dakota-style Economic Nexus

26
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➢ Other States’ Economic Nexus Thresholds

Post-Wayfair Economic Nexus: State Standards 

28



State
Effective / 

Enforce Date Sales $ Threshold
Sales # 

Threshold
SSTP 
State

Threshold Measuring 
Period Notice and Reporting

State also has Marketplace 
Facilitator Provision 
(Amazon, eBay, etsy) For Purposes of Threshold, Sales Include

AL 10/1/18 $250,000 none No Previous Calendar Year notice and reporting Yes
total retail sales of tangible personal property (exc. Marketplace 
and wholesale)

AZ 10/1/19

$200,000 for 2019;
$150,000 for 2020; 

$100,000 thereafter none No Current Calendar Year Yes
gross receipts from retail sales of tangible property (exc. 
Marketplace)

CA 4/1/19 $500,000 none No
Previous or Current 

Calendar Year Yes
gross revenue from taxable sales  of tangible property (Including 
Marketplace)

CO 6/1/19 $100,000 none No
Previous or Current 

Calendar Year notice and reporting Yes
gross sales of tangible personal property, any products transferred 
electronically, or services (including exempt sales)

CT

12/1/2018; 
6/1/19

$250,000 AND; 
$100,000 AND 200 No Prior 12 mos. notice and reporting Yes gross receipts from retail sales (including Marketplace)

FL 7/1/21 $100,000 none No Previous Calendar Year Yes taxable sales (exc. Marketplace)

IA 1/1/19 $100,000 none Yes
Previous or Current 

Calendar Year notice and reporting Yes
gross sales of tangible personal property, any products transferred 
electronically, or services (including Marketplace)

ID 6/1/19 $100,000 none No
Previous or Current 

Calendar Year Yes cumulative gross receipts from sales

KS 7/1/21 $100,000 none Yes
Previous or Current 

Calendar Year Yes gross sales

MA

10/1/17; 
10/1/19

$500,000 AND; 
$100,000 100; none No

Previous or Current 
Calendar Year Yes

annual gross sales, excluding marketplace sales for individual 
sellers if the marketplace facilitator is collecting

ME

7/1/2018; 
1/1/22 $100,000 200; none No

Previous or Current 
Calendar Year Yes

gross sales of tangible personal property, any products transferred 
electronically, or taxable services (Exc. Marketplace)

MN

10/1/2018
10/1/2019

$100,000 (10 
sales);eff 10/1/19, 

$100,000

100; eff 
10/1/19
200 Yes Prior 12 mos. Yes

gross retail sales of tangible personal property (Inc. Marketplace 
but exc resales)

MO 1/1/23 $100,000 No Prior 12 mos. Yes gross sales

MS 9/1/18 $250,000 none No Prior 12 mos. Yes
total sales of product and services, including nontaxable and 
exempt sales

ND 10/1/18 $100,000 none Yes
Previous or Current 

Calendar Year Yes
taxable sales of tangible personal property, digital property or 
taxable services

NM 7/1/19 $100,000 none No Previous Calendar Year Yes

gross receipts from sales, leases and licenses of tangible personal 
property, or sales of licenses or services sourced to New Mexico 
(Exc. Marketplace)

NY 6/21/18 $500,000 AND 100 No Previous 4 Qtrs Yes gross sales of tangible personal property

OK

7/1/18; 
11/1/2019 $100,000 none Yes

Previous or Current 
Calendar Year Yes taxable merchandise (Inc. Marketplace)

PA 7/1/19 $100,000 none No Previous Calendar Year Yes
taxable sales of tangible personal propert; digital property 
included 4/1/19 (Exc. Marketplace)

SC 11/1/18 $100,000 none No
Previous or Current 

Calendar Year Yes
gross proceeds from the sale of property sold on consignment by 
the taxpayer, (Inc. Marketplace)

TN

7/1/19; 
10/1/20 $500,000; $100,000 none No Prior 12 mos. notice and reporting Yes gross sales (exc. Marketplace)

TX 10/1/19 $500,000 none No Previous 12 months Yes
gross revenue from the sale of tangible personal property or 
services (Inc. Marketplace, 4/1/20)

WA 10/1/18 $100,000 none Yes
Previous or Current 

Calendar Year
notice and reporting 

eliminatd starting 7/1/19 Yes gross retail sales (exc. resales)

WI

10/1/2018; 
2/20/21 $100,000 200; none Yes

Previous or Current 
Calendar Year Yes gross sales of products and services

29
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➢ Alabama – enforced 10/1/18
• $250,000

• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous Calendar Year

• Basis for Measuring Sales: all sales of tangible personal property 
or services (exc Marketplace)

➢ Arizona - enforced 10/1/19
• $250K for 2019; $150K for 2020; $100K after 

• Threshold Measuring Period: Current Calendar Year

• Basis for Measuring Sales: gross receipts from the retail sale of 
tangible personal property (exc Marketplace)

➢ California – enforced 4/1/19
• $500,000

• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous or Current Calendar Year

• Basis for Measuring Sales: gross revenue from taxable sales(inc
Marketplace)

Other States’ Economic Nexus

30
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➢ Colorado – enforced 12/1/18

• $100,000

• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous or Current Calendar Year

• Basis for Measuring Sales: gross sales of tangible personal 

property, products transferred electronically or services 

➢ Connecticut – enforced 12/1/18
• $250,000 or 200 transactions

• Threshold Measuring Period: Prior 12 months

• Basis for Measuring Sales: gross receipts (inc Marketplace)

➢ Florida – enforced 7/1/20
• $100,000

• Threshold Measuring Period: Prior 12 months

• Basis for Measuring Sales: gross receipts (inc. Marketplace)

Other States’ Economic Nexus
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➢ Iowa – enforced 1/1/19
• $100,000

• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous or Current Calendar Year

• Basis for Measuring Sales: gross sales of tangible personal 
property, products transferred electronically or services (inc
Marketplace)

➢ Idaho – enforced 6/1/19
• $100,000

• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous or Current Calendar Year

• Basis for Measuring Sales: cumulative gross receipts

➢ Kansas – enforced 7/1/21
• $100,000

• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous or Current Calendar Year

• Basis for Measuring Sales: gross sales

Other States’ Economic Nexus
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➢ Massachusetts – enforced 10/1/19*

• $100,000 (*prev. $500,000 AND 100 transactions since 10/1/17)

• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous Calendar Year

• Basis for Measuring Sales: all sales of tangible personal property 

or services (exc Marketplace)

➢ Maine – enforced 7/1/18
• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous or Current Calendar Year

• Basis for Measuring Sales: gross sales of tangible personal 
property, any products transferred electronically, or taxable  
services (exc Marketplace)

➢ Minnesota –10/1/19* (eff 10/1/18, was $100k (10 sales) or 100 trans)

• Threshold Measuring Period: Prior 12 months

• Basis for Measuring Sales: gross retail sales of tangible personal 
property (this excludes resales but inc Marketplace)

Other States’ Economic Nexus
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➢ Missouri – enforced 1/1/23
• $100,000

• Threshold Measuring Period: Prior 12 months

• Basis for Measuring Sales: gross sales 

➢ Mississippi – enforced 9/1/18
• $250,000

• Threshold Measuring Period: Prior 12 months

• Basis for Measuring Sales: total sales of product and services, 
including nontaxable and exempt sales

➢ North Dakota – enforced 10/1/18

• $100,000

• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous or Current Calendar Year

• Basis for Measuring Sales: all taxable sales (exc. exempt)

Other States’ Economic Nexus
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➢ New Mexico – enforced 7/1/19

• $100,000

• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous Calendar Year

• Basis for Measuring Sales: gross receipts from all sales (exc

Marketplace)

➢ New York– enforced 6/21/18

• $500,000 AND 100 transactions

• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous 4 Quarters

• Basis for Measuring Sales: gross sales of tangible pers. Property

➢ Oklahoma – enforced 11/1/19
• $100,000

• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous or Current Calendar Year

• Basis for Measuring Sales: gross receipts from retail sales of 
tangible personal property (inc Marketplace)

Other States’ Economic Nexus
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➢ Pennsylvania – enforced 7/1/19
• $100,000

• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous Calendar Year

• Basis for Measuring Sales: gross sales (exc Marketplace)

➢ South Carolina – enforced 11/1/18 
• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous or Current Calendar Year

• Basis for Measuring Sales: gross proceeds of all taxable retail 
sales, exempt retail sales, and wholesale sales of tangible 
personal property, inc. sales of property owned by another)

➢ Tennessee – 7/1/19
• $500,000

• Threshold Measuring Period: Prior 12 months

• Basis for Measuring Sales: gross sales

Other States’ Economic Nexus
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➢ Texas – 10/1/19
• $500,000

• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous 12 months

• Basis for Measuring Sales: gross revenue from the sale of 
tangible personal property and services (inc. Marketplace)

➢ Washington –10/1/18
• $100,000

• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous or Current Calendar Year

• Basis for Measuring Sales: gross retail sales (excludes resales)

➢ Wisconsin – enforced 10/1/18
• Threshold Measuring Period: Previous or Current Calendar Year

• Basis for Measuring Sales: gross sales of products & services

Other States’ Economic Nexus
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Marketplace Compliance Standards
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➢ Typically, a qualifying marketplace must collect and remit the 
sales tax for all marketplace sellers if it has nexus (physical or 
economic) in the state. 

➢ Most states – aggregate sales for threshold basis

➢ Check to see if Marketplace facilitator must certify to its sellers 
that it will collect and remit tax on taxable sales made through 
its marketplace. (Typically posted on marketplace forum)

➢ A marketplace seller that accepts the certification from the 
facilitator in good faith has no obligation on marketplace sales. 

➢ However, sellers must collect and remit on sales made through 
other platforms (eg, own site) if they have nexus.

➢ Marketplace facilitator can be relieved of liability if it can 
demonstrate to the state that a failure to collect the correct 
amount of tax was due to incorrect information provided by the 
marketplace seller.

Marketplace Compliance Standards
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➢ Intended to force marketplace facilitators to collect 
sales tax on all remote sales for all remote sellers

➢ Amazon Etsy, Ebay, Walmart collecting for all sellers

➢ Unless specifically noted, the compliance efforts on 
marketplace facilitators does not protect such remote 
sellers from the enforcement of these provisions against 
them to the extent they sell on other platforms, 
including their own websites.

➢ Remote sellers must still collect and remit on these 
sales, particularly now that, for example, Amazon, has 
already elected on their behalf to collect and remit 
relative to the remote sellers’ sales transacted through 
the Amazon platform.

Marketplace Compliance Standards
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➢ In many states, the Marketplace Facilitator is considered 
to be the retailer (resale certificate obligations?)

➢ In most states, the marketplace seller is relieved of any 
registration or compliance obligations if 100% of sales 
are made on the Marketplace

➢ If this is the case, and the Marketplace seller is already 
registered, most states have confirmed that the seller 
may close its account

➢ In certain states, such as Washington State, the seller 
must maintain registration, due to other compliance 
obligations, such as Washington’s B&O tax

Marketplace Compliance Standards
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Marketplace Nexus* Enforce Date Sales $ Threshold
Sales # 

Threshold SSTP State Threshold Measuring Period Gross Sales Includes

AK 3/3/20 $100,000 200 No Prior Calendar Year gross sales

AL 1/1/19 $250,000 none No Prior 12 mos. tangible personal property

AR 7/1/19 $100,000 200 Yes Previous or Current Calendar Year tangible personal property, digital property or taxable services

AZ 10/1/19 $100,000 none No Current Calendar Year gross receipts from retail sales of tangible property

CA 10/1/19 $500,000 none No Previous or Current Calendar Year gross revenue from taxable sales

CO 10/1/19 $100,000 none No Previous or Current Calendar Year
gross sales of tangible personal property, any products transferred 
electronically, or services

CT 12/1/18 $250,000 200 No Prior 12 mos. gross receipts

DC 4/1/19 $100,000 200 No Previous or Current Calendar Year
gross sales of tangible personal property, any products transferred 
electronically, digital goods or services

DE

FL 7/1/21 $100,000 none No Previous Calendar Year

GA 4/1/20 $100,000 200 Yes Previous or Current Calendar Year gross sales of tangible personal property delivered electronically or physically 

HI 1/1/20 $100,000 200 No Previous or Current Calendar Year gross sales of tangible property, intangible property and services

IA 1/1/19 $100,000 200 Yes Previous or Current Calendar Year
gross sales of tangible personal property, any products transferred 
electronically, or services

ID 6/1/19 $100,000 none No Previous or Current Calendar Year cumulative gross receipts from sales

IL 1/1/20 $100,000 200 No Prior 12 mos. sales of tangible personal property, excluding exempt sales

IN 7/1/19 $100,000 200 Yes Previous or Current Calendar Year
gross sales of tangible personal property, any products transferred 
electronically, or services

KS 7/1/21 $100,000 none Yes Previous or Current Calendar Year gross sales

KY 7/1/19 $100,000 200 Yes Previous or Current Calendar Year tangible personal property, digital property or taxable services

LA 7/1/20 $100,000 200 No Previous or Current Calendar Year gross revenue from sales

MA 10/1/19 $100,000 none No Previous or Current Calendar Year
gross sales, excluding marketplace sales for individual sellers if the marketplace 
facilitator is collecting

MD 10/1/19 $100,000 200 No Previous or Current Calendar Year gross sales of tangible personal property, or taxable services

ME

10/1/2019; 
1/1/22 $100,000 200; none No Previous or Current Calendar Year

gross sales of tangible personal property, any products transferred 
electronically, or taxable services

MI 1/1/20 $100,000 200 No Previous or Current Calendar Year
gross sales of tangible personal property, any products transferred 
electronically, or services
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Marketplace Nexus* Enforce Date Sales $ Threshold
Sales # 

Threshold SSTP State Threshold Measuring Period Gross Sales Includes
AK 3/3/20 $100,000 200 No Prior Calendar Year gross sales

MN 10/1/18
$100,000 (10 sales) ;eff 10/1/19, 

$100,000

100; eff 
10/1/19 200 Yes Previous or Current Calendar Year

gross retail sales of tangible personal property (this would excluded resales); eff 
10/1/19, small remote seller exception of $10,,000 eliminated 

MO 1/1/23 $100,000 No Prior 12 mos. gross sales

MS 7/1/20 $250,000 none No Prior 12 mos. total sales of product and services, including nontaxable and exempt sales
MT

NC 2/1/20 $100,000 200 Yes Previous or Current Calendar Year gross sales of tangible personal property, or digital property

ND 10/1/19 $100,000 none Yes Previous or Current Calendar Year tangible personal property, digital property or taxable services

NE 4/1/19 $100,000 200 Yes Previous or Current Calendar Year gross sales of products and services
NH

NJ 11/1/18 $1 none Yes Previous or Current Calendar Year
gross sales of tangible personal property, any products transferred 
electronically, or services

NM 7/1/19 $100,000 none No Previous Calendar Year
gross receipts from sales, leases and licenses of tangible personal property, or 
sales of licenses or services sourced to New Mexico 

NV 10/1/19 $100,000 200 Yes Previous or Current Calendar Year gross receipts from retail sales
NY 6/1/19 $500,000 AND 100 No Previous 4 Qtrs gross sales of tangible personal property

OH 7/18/19 $100,000 200 Yes Previous or Current Calendar Year gross receipts from sales 

OK 7/1/18 $10,000 none Yes Previous or Current Calendar Year taxable merchandise
OR

PA 4/1/18 $10,000 none No Prior 12 mos. taxable sales of tangible personal propert; digital property included 4/1/19

RI 6/27/19 $100,000 200 Yes Previous or Current Calendar Year
gross sales of tangible personal property, any software transferred 
electronically or by load and leave, or taxable services

SC 4/26/19 $100,000 none No Previous or Current Calendar Year
gross proceeds from the sale of property sold on consignment by the taxpayer, 
including property sold through a marketplace by a marketplace facilitator

SD 3/1/19 $100,000 200 Yes Previous or Current Calendar Year tangible personal property, any products transferred electronically, or services
TN 10/1/20 $100,000 none No Previous 12 months gross sales of products and services

TX 10/1/19 none none No gross revenue from the sale of tangible personal property or services

UT 10/1/19 $100,000 200 Yes Previous or Current Calendar Year tangible personal property, any products transferred electronically, or services

VA 7/1/19 $100,000 200 No Previous or Current Calendar Year gross sales of products and services
VT 6/1/19 $100,000 200 Yes Previous 12 months tangible personal property

WA 1/1/18 $10,000 ($100,000 starting 7/1/19) none Yes Previous or Current Calendar Year gross retail sales (this would excluded resales)

WI

1/1/2020; 
2/20/21 $100,000 200; none Yes Previous or Current Calendar Year gross sales of products and services

WV 7/1/19 $100,000 none Yes Previous or Current Calendar Year tangible personal property, digital property or taxable services

WY 7/1/19 $100,000 none Yes Previous or Current Calendar Year tangible personal property, digital property or taxable services
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Recent State Tax Law Developments

➢ Developments

➢ Trends and Consequences
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Recent State Tax Law Developments

45

➢ 33 states tax electronically downloaded software

➢ 18 states tax SAAS – AZ, CT, DC, HI, MD, MA, NM,  NY, 

OH, PA, RI, SC, SD, TN, TX, UT, WA, WV 

➢ BUT: Problem in defining products / services as SAaS –

no uniform definition
• Is it software only? Data Processing? Information Services? 

Communications? Admissions / Amusement (eg, online games)

• NY does not tax access info svcs that are personal in nature

• NJ does tax access to info svcs

➢ Several states distinguish between all access or only 

transfer of use and control? MA, NY (constructive) v. IN 

MN, TN (actual)

➢ Fewer states impose sales tax on information services 

and data processing – classification is key!!
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Recent State Tax Law Developments

46

Digital Goods
➢ CA, FL, GA, IL, KS, MA, MI, MO, NV, NY, ND, OK, SC, VA, 

WV – do not currently impose sales tax on items 

understood to be digital products

➢ Typically, the basis for this position is that the 

electronic items are not considered tangible personal 

property or taxable services

➢ This can change, often without law changes
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Recent State Tax Law Developments

➢ States expand sales tax base to tax more services

• Maryland – electronically delivered and accessed software, 

information services, data processing and many digital 

goods and services taxable starting March 14, 2021
• Passed HB 932 to impose sales tax on sale of subscription to, access 

to, streaming of, or the purchase of digital products, including  

SAAS, electronically downloaded software, and electronically 

delivered / accessed information services and data processing.

• A subscription = arrangement for right to obtain digital products, in 

a fixed quantity or for a fixed period of time or both.

• Custom and customized, configured or modified software are 

potentially nontaxable, such as enterprise software systems.

• However, effective 7/1/22 – enterprise software is excluded, and 

certain digital products.  Also excluded are live and interactive 

online training, classes and seminars 47
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Recent State Tax Law Developments

➢ States expand sales tax base to tax more services

• DC- Digital goods sales and use tax - January 1, 2019
o “Digital goods” means: 

o digital audiovisual works – motion pictures, videos, programs and 

live events 

o digital audio works – pre-recorded or live music, readings books, 

speeches, ringtones 

o digital books, digital codes, digital applications and games, 

o whether electronically delivered, streamed or access or 

purchased singly by subscription or other manner

o Per instruction from DC OTR, live and pre-recorded training is not 

taxable

o Software, including SAAS, remains taxable as data processing
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Recent State Tax Law Developments

➢ States expand sales tax base to tax more services

• Iowa - SaaS and others subject to sales and use tax starting 

January 1, 2019
o Software as a service
o Storage of tangible or electronic files, documents, or other records
o Information services (delivering/providing access to databases or information)

o Services related to installing maintaining, servicing, repairing, 
operating, upgrading, or enhancing specified digital products

o Video game services and tournaments, 
o Personal transportation services, including taxis, driver service, ride 

sharing, and rides for hire (limousine services were already taxable 
under existing law)

o Photography and retouching services (which were previously taxable 
as tangible personal property)
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Recent State Tax Law Developments

➢ States expand sales tax base to tax more services

• Rhode Isand - SaaS subject to sales and use tax starting 

October 1, 2018
o House Bill 7200A imposes a tax on the sale, storage, use or other 

consumption of vendor-hosted prewritten computer software

o Examples of taxable purchases include, but aren’t limited to, the 

following:

o Paid subscriptions to software programs that provide digital tools 

for office work

o Programs paid for and accessed or used online to handle payroll, 

accounting and customer relationship management (CRM)

o Online dating and job search services paid for and accessed or 

used online, including through dating apps on a computer, 
phone, or other device
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Recent State Tax Law Developments

➢ States expand sales tax base to tax more services

• Kentucky - New services subject to sales and use tax 

starting July 1, 2018
o The term “gross receipts” or “sales price” is redefined to include 

the amount charged for labor or services rendered in installing or 
applying any tangible personal property, digital property, or service 
sold. Previously, these amounts were specifically excluded from the 
definition of gross receipts or sales price

o Landscaping, janitorial, small animal veterinary, and pet care 
services 

o Industrial laundry services, non-coin operated laundry and dry 
cleaning services

o Linen supply services (including table and bed linen supply services)
o Indoor skin tanning services
o Non-medical diet and weight reducing services
o Limousine services if a driver is provided, and 
o Extended warranty services
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Recent State Tax Law Developments

➢ Will States expand nexus to virtual presence?
• Cookies – bits of code stored on visitor internet connected devices, 

that recognize visitors, track usage, authenticate

• USSCt in Wayfair – “virtual contacts” may create nexus

• MA – Reg 830 CMR §64H.1.7(1)(b)(2)(a) provided that cookies may 

establish physical presence (eff. 7/1/17)

• RI (9/1/17), OH (1/1/18), IA (1/1/19) follow suit

• Blue Nile LLC v Harding – 6 retailers challenge cookie nexus reg

• Crutchfield Corp. v. Harding – challenges validity of MA law in VA 

courts.  UPDATE: 10/19 – VA courts dismissed for lack of jurisdiction

• Franchise Tax Board of California v. Hyatt – USSCt (5/3/19) – holds 

that states retain their sovereign immunity from private suits 

brought in courts of other States

• Frees other states to move ahead with with similar laws
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Recent State Tax Law Developments

➢ States expand income tax nexus to economic presence

• CA – TAM  2022-01 adopts – among other things – cookie nexus for 

franchise tax (Feb 2022)

• HI – for years after 12/31/19, economic nexus for income tax; 

$100K or 200 transactions

• WA – B&O tax historically subject to economic nexus; lowered to 

$100K as of 10/1/18 

• TX – for reports due after 1/1/20, franchise tax nexus exists for 

remote sellers with > $500K in receipts

• PA - for reports due after 1/1/20, corporate income tax nexus 

exists for remote sellers with > $500K in receipts

• Local taxes with economic nexus

o San Francisco – gross receipts tax on qualifying businesses

o Portland – 1% gross receipts tax on qualifying large retailers

• What role does PL 86-272 have in this discussion?
53



➢ State Adoption of Economic Nexus for Other Taxes

• Even prior to Wayfair: AL, CO, CA, CT, MI, NY, OH, TN imposed 

economic nexus standards for income / franchise tax

• MTC factor presence (2002):  $500,000 in sales; $50,000 in 

property or payroll; or 25% of sales, property and payroll

• Since Wayfair: HI, OR, PA, TX adopt and WA lowers B&O tax 

threshold

➢ Enforcement

• We are seeing growing trends in nexus questionnaires and audit 

notices

• CA, TX, IL and other states monitor tax returns and if sales 

annualize at higher than threshold, then they contact taxpayers

• Its been 3+ years since adoption of economic nexus, so states 

are beginning to audit registered taxpayers

Recent State Tax Law Developments
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➢ Nexus Free For All?  Patchwork of different standards, 

thresholds and interpretations from state to state 

➢ Uncertainty creates risk and audits / litigation

➢ Heightened enforcement of existing nexus laws 

➢ Amnesty – FL and IL

➢ Potential for more “virtual” / cookie nexus provisions 

States will expand base = tax more services

➢ Lawsuits challenging the constitutionality of state nexus 

provisions

➢ Congressional Action? Don’t Hold Your Breath

Trends & Consequences
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➢ Marketplace facilitators will begin charging for the 
compliance services (if they haven’t already)

➢ Remote Sellers may still have registration / compliance 
obligations

➢ Remote Sellers experience heightened risk of exposure 
as marketplaces begin sharing information with states

• States are using the information provided through the 

compliance efforts of marketplace facilitators to enforce 

compliance against remote sellers selling on the marketplace 

platforms (see, CA, WA, RI, MN, PA)

Trends & Consequences
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➢ Litigation re: 86-272 protection 
• So long as are limited to solicitation of orders for sales of 

tangible personal property (inc. ancillary activities), that are 
approved or accepted outside of that state, and that are filled 
by shipment or delivery from a point outside the state, the 
seller cannot be subject to a state’s net income tax

• Does this cover sellers of services?  Many experts would say it 
does, as 86-272 sets a bight line and so long as your activities 
don’t cross, all are protected, so a seller of services 
automatically meets this protection if they are remote and 
never enter the state.

• One state’s service is another state’s TPP – eg, SAAS 

Trends & Consequences
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Marketplace Facilitator Registration, 
Collection and Reporting

➢ Marketplace Facilitator registration, collection and remittance 

responsibilities triggered by having a physical presence in a state or meeting 

economic nexus thresholds.

➢ In general, same economic nexus thresholds that apply to remote sellers (for 

determining if remote seller has economic nexus) apply to marketplaces for 

determining whether the marketplace has economic nexus.  

➢ In general, the marketplace must consider its own sales and the sales of its 

third-party marketplace sellers to determine if the marketplace has 

economic nexus and is required to comply with registration, reporting and 

remittance duties imposed on marketplace facilitators.  Example, Amazon is 

both a retailer and marketplace – Amazon’s own retail sales and the sales of 

its marketplace sellers must be combined to determine if economic nexus 

thresholds have been exceeded in states where the marketplace has no 

physical presence. 
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Marketplace Facilitator Registration, 
Collection and Reporting

Continued:

➢ In some states, the marketplace is “stepping into” the shoes of the retailer –

state sales tax statute specifically says “the marketplace is considered to be the 

retailer” with respect to all sales made on its marketplace. Examples:

• CT: “A marketplace facilitator shall be considered the retailer of each sale 

such facilitator facilitates on its forum for a marketplace seller.” Conn. 

Gen. Stat. § 12-408e.

• HI: “Effective January 1, 2020, a marketplace facilitator will be deemed the 

seller of tangible personal property, intangible property, or services…” Haw. 

Rev. Stat. §237-4.

• IN: “A marketplace facilitator shall be considered the retail merchant of 

each retail transaction… that is facilitated for sellers on its marketplace…” 

Ind. Code § 6-2.5-4-18.
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Impact on Third-Party Marketplace Sellers

➢ In some states, effective date for remote sellers to comply with economic 

nexus rule differed from effective date for marketplace facilitators to 

comply with marketplace collection obligations. 

▪ Example: South Dakota economic nexus rule enforced for remote sellers 

on November 1, 2018 but marketplace collection (which applies same 

economic nexus threshold to marketplace facilitators) not enforced until 

March 1, 2019.  Created situation where remote sellers that sell only on a 

collecting marketplace had to go to trouble of registering, collecting and 

remitting for only a 4-month period (Nov 2018 – Feb 2019) – thereby 

adding to administrative burden of remote seller. 

➢ Marketplace sellers are still responsible or collecting, reporting and remitting 

tax in sales made on their own webstore (non-marketplace sales).  

▪ eCommerce platforms, such as Shopify, WooCommerce, Magento, are 

generally not considered to be marketplaces (are hosting platforms). 
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Impact on Third-Party Marketplace Sellers

➢ In most states, remote sellers who only sell on a marketplace may not need 

to register or continue to remain registered in marketplace tax states but in 

other states, even if only selling on a marketplace, sellers may need to 

register/stay registered and continue filing. 

▪ Example: Connecticut requires registered sellers that make all sales 

through a collecting marketplace to continue to file and directs 

unregistered remote retailers that have economic nexus to register. Per 

CT OCG-I, Marketplace Facilitators and Marketplace Sellers (issued Nov 

16, 2018).  
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Impact on Third-Party Marketplace Sellers

➢ In some states, a marketplace seller may be subject to and required to report / 

pay other non-sales taxes. The marketplace facilitator is only required to remit 

sales tax on marketplace sales but not any other taxes.

• Example:  Washington B&O Tax.  A marketplace seller may have nexus for the 

Washington B&O tax, which is reported on the same Washington Excise Tax 

return as the sales tax.  A Washington registered marketplace seller that 

makes all sales on a collecting marketplace is still required to file its 

Washington Excise Tax return and report/pay the Washington B&O Tax. (Note, 

a Washington registered marketplace seller must also report its marketplace 

sales on its excise return in a manner similar to how they are reported on the 

Connecticut return).
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Impact on Third-Party Marketplace Sellers

➢ Marketplace sellers cannot opt out of tax collection in states in which the 

marketplace is required to collect and remit on all marketplace sales.

▪ The marketplace seller’s customers will be charged sales tax by the 

marketplace even if the seller does not have physical or economic 

nexus in the marketplace state.  Presents other issues – such as 

impact on pricing, competition, etc. 

➢ Refunds of sales tax that was collected and remitting to a state prior to 

the marketplace taking over the reporting and remittance duties (that is, 

during a month in which the marketplace seller was still responsible for 

reporting and remitting the tax collected on marketplace sales) may be 

refunded to a customer after the marketplace assumes remittance 

responsibilities.  As the marketplace seller is no longer reporting and 

remitting tax, a refund can’t be used to offset tax due – thus, the seller 

can only recoup the refunded sales tax by filing an amended return. 
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Impact on Third-Party Marketplace Sellers

➢ Marketplaces are not liable if failing to collect the correct amount of sales tax 

based on erroneous information provided by marketplace seller – but seller may 

not realize it provided “erroneous” information.  

➢ Sellers who sell on multiple marketplaces (e.g., Amazon, eBay, Walmart, Etsy, 

Other Marketplaces) may find that not all marketplaces are collecting in every 

marketplace state – this can create additional administrative burden for 

sellers. 

▪ This is more likely if selling on a smaller marketplace that might not be 

required to collect and remit. For instance, a marketplace whose sales 

fall below the threshold for determining whether the marketplace is 

required to comply with a state’s marketplace facilitator law.
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Impact on Third-Party Marketplace Sellers

➢ Are marketplace sales included or excluded in determining whether a seller has 

reach economic nexus thresholds?

➢ Many states require marketplace sales to be included in the nexus determination of 

the marketplace seller (majority of states that address this, say included):

▪ California:  In determining whether a remote seller has an economic 
nexus with CA, the seller should include all sales made as a marketplace 
seller through a marketplace facilitator even if the facilitator was 
responsible for collecting sales tax on those sales.

▪ Illinois:  A marketplace seller should not include sales made through a 
marketplace in determining whether it has met the economic nexus 
thresholds, nor include them on any returns it files to report non-
marketplace sales, or use them to compute any retailers' discount.

▪ Michigan: Marketplace sellers must include sales they make through a 
marketplace facilitator, as well as any direct sales they make, when 
calculating gross receipts and number of transactions for threshold 
calculation purposes.
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Impact on Third-Party Marketplace Sellers

▪ Minnesota: If a remote seller makes both direct sales and sales via a 
marketplace, the seller must include the marketplace sales when 
determining whether it has met MN’s economic nexus threshold.

▪ Nebraska:  Remote retailers who make both marketplace sales and direct 
sales must count both types of sales when determining whether the economic 
nexus threshold has been met.

▪ Nevada:  Marketplace sellers that make direct sales in addition to sale 
through a marketplace must count their sales through a marketplace towards 
its filing threshold. This is true whether or not the marketplace facilitator is 
registered to collect sales and use tax in Nevada.

▪ New Jersey: A remote seller who sells through its own website and through 
one or more marketplaces is required to count both types of sales when 
calculating the economic threshold.

▪ North Carolina: A marketplace seller must include sales made through a 
marketplace facilitator in order to determine whether it has met the 
threshold for economic nexus in NC.
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Impact on Third-Party Marketplace Sellers

▪ North Dakota: Marketplace sellers are not required to include its sales made 
through a marketplace facilitator in determining if it meets or exceeds ND's 
economic nexus threshold.

▪ Ohio: Marketplace sellers are required to include sales made through a 
marketplace facilitator in determining if the marketplace exceeds the state's 
economic nexus threshold.

▪ Oklahoma: A marketplace seller who makes direct sales in addition to sales 
through a marketplace should not count their sales through a marketplace 
towards its filing thresholds.

▪ South Dakota: If an out-of-state seller makes sales delivered into SD both 
via its own platform and via a marketplace, the seller must include both types 
of sales when determining whether it has exceeded the economic nexus 
threshold.

▪ Texas:  Remote sellers must include all sales made on all mediums, including 
sales made through marketplaces and the remote seller's own website.
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Impact on Third-Party Marketplace Sellers

▪ North Dakota: Marketplace sellers are not required to include its sales made 
through a marketplace facilitator in determining if it meets or exceeds ND's 
economic nexus threshold.

▪ Utah: Sellers who make sales both directly and via marketplace platforms 
are not required to count marketplace sales when determining whether they 
have exceeded the economic nexus threshold, regardless of whether the 
platform collects tax on the seller's behalf.

▪ Virginia:  If a marketplace seller makes sales both through a marketplace 
and directly to customers in Virginia, only its direct sales are considered in 
determining whether it meets either economic nexus threshold.

▪ Washington: Out-of-state sellers who make sales both directly and via a 
marketplace must include both types of sales when determining whether the 
economic nexus threshold has been exceed.
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Impact on Third-Party Marketplace Sellers

➢ Marketplace sellers may have nexus for other types of tax, e.g., gross receipt 

taxes, franchise tax, corporate/pass-through entity/individual income taxes. 

▪ Some marketplace sellers erroneously believe that since the marketplace 

facilitator has taken over the collection and remittance of sales tax, they 

have no other state tax obligations. “Wait, I got a notice from state for 

income tax? I thought Amazon was paying all the taxes now.”

➢ August 4, 2022, Multistate Tax Commission (MTC), adopted revision to its 

“Statement of Information Concerning Practices of Multistate Tax Commission and 

Supporting States Under Public Law 86-272”.  

▪ Several of the revisions to the Statement focus on activities occurring over 

the internet (e.g., online chat or email customer assistance, internet 

“cookies” on in-state customer devices, marketplace sales)

➢ Starting to see a trend whereby states are revising their policy on protected 

activities under P.L. 86-272 - states are specifically addressing the income or 

franchise tax obligations of marketplace sellers. 
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Impact on Third-Party Marketplace Sellers

➢ On 2/14/2022, California Franchise Tax Board issued Technical Advice Memorandum 

2022-01 (TAM 2022-01), which lists numerous scenarios and addresses whether those 

scenarios create a California income/franchise tax filing obligation.

▪ Scenario 8 in FTB TAM 2022—01:  “Business H contracts with a marketplace 

facilitator that facilitates the sale of business's products on the facilitator's 

on-line marketplace. The marketplace facilitator maintains inventory, 

including some of the business's products, at fulfillment centers in various 

states where the business's customers are located.”

▪ FTB’s conclusion to Scenario 8:  “The activity of Business H disqualifies the 

business from PL 86-272 immunity because it does not constitute, and is not 

entirely ancillary to, the in-state solicitation of orders for sales of tangible 

personal property. The business activity is the maintaining of inventory 

within California. This activity exceeds solicitation of orders for sales of 

tangible personal property as it amounts to consignment of stock of goods to 

another person, including an independent contractor, for purposes of sale.”

➢ Other states issuing / anticipated to issue, similar guidance (e.g., New York’s recent 

draft regulations)
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Marketplace Facilitator Registration, 
Collection and Reporting – State by State Overview

➢ Alabama: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in AL or more than $250,000 

in retail sales in AL in the preceding 12 months are required to  register, collect and 

remit the AL Simplified Sellers Use Tax on retail sales made through the facilitator's 

marketplace by or on behalf of a marketplace seller for delivery into AL, or must report 

such retail sales and provide customer notifications. AL is one of very few states where 

requirement to collect/remit is elective (in most state, marketplace facilitator mis 

required to collect/remit). Effective date: Jan 1, 2019.

➢ Arizona: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in AZ or with $100,000 or 

more in its own tangible personal property sales or on behalf of its marketplace sellers 

during the prior or current calendar year are required to register, collect and remit tax 

on all TPP sales delivered into AZ. In determining whether a marketplace facilitator has 

met the threshold, sales of affiliated persons are included. Effective date: Oct 1, 

2019.

➢ Arkansas: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in AR or aggregate taxable

sales exceeding $100,000 or 200 or more AR transactions during the prior or current 

calendar year are required to register, collect and remit tax on all sales delivered into 

AR. Effective date: July 1, 2019.
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Marketplace Facilitator Registration, 
Collection and Reporting – State by State Overview

➢ California: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in CA or total 

combined sales of tangible personal property for delivery into CA, including sales 

made on its own behalf and by all related persons and sales facilitated on behalf 

of marketplace sellers, of more than $500,000 in the prior or current calendar 

year are required to register, collect and remit tax on sales delivered into CA. 

Effective date: Oct 1, 2019.

➢ Colorado: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in CO or that made or 

facilitated gross sales of TPP, digital property or taxable services of more than 

$100,000 in the prior or current calendar year are required to register, collect and 

remit tax on sales into CO. Effective Date: Oct 1, 2019.

➢ Connecticut: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in CT or that have 

facilitated retail sales of marketplace sellers of at least $250,000 during the prior 

12-month period are considered to be the retailer of each sale that it facilitates 

on its forum for a marketplace seller and are required to collect and remit CT tax 

on all sales delivered into CT.  Effective date: Dec 1, 2018.
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Marketplace Facilitator Registration, 
Collection and Reporting – State by State Overview

➢ District of Columbia: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in DC 

must register, collect and remit tax on all sales facilitated on behalf of 

marketplace sellers to customers in DC regardless of whether the 

marketplace seller for whom sales are facilitated would have been required 

to collect sales tax had the sale not been facilitated by the marketplace 

facilitator, as well as on sales the marketplace facilitator makes on its own 

behalf. Effective date: April 1, 2019.

➢ Florida: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in or that made or 

facilitated a substantial number of remote sales (defined as $100,000 or 

more in sales) in the prior or current calendar year are considered the 

dealers of the sales made through their marketplace and are required to 

register, collect and remit tax on remote sales delivered into FL. Effective 

date: July 1, 2021.
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Marketplace Facilitator Registration, 
Collection and Reporting – State by State Overview

➢ Georgia: Marketplace facilitators that sell or facilitate $100,000 or more in 

aggregate sales in GA in the prior or current calendar year are required to collect 

and remit GA sales tax. A marketplace facilitator is liable for each retail sale that 

it facilitates that is sourced to Georgia. Effective Date: April 1, 2020.

➢ Hawaii: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in HI or with HI gross 

income of $100,000 or more or with 200 or more transactions with HI parties are 

required to register, collect and remit the HI General Excise Tax (GET). 

Marketplace facilitators are deemed to be the sellers of tangible personal 

property, intangible property, or services, and the seller on whose behalf the sale 

is made will be deemed to be making a sale at wholesale. (Observation: Hawaii’s 

definition of what constitutes a marketplace is very comprehensive). Effective 

Date: Jan 1, 2020.

➢ Idaho: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in ID or total combined 

sales of TPP for delivery into ID, including sales made on its own behalf and sales 

facilitated on behalf of marketplace sellers, of more than $100,000 in the prior or 

current year are required to register, collect and remit tax ID state tax on sales 

delivered into ID, but not local sales taxes.  Effective date: April 1, 2019.
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Marketplace Facilitator Registration, 
Collection and Reporting – State by State Overview

➢ Illinois: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in IL or who have had 

or facilitated cumulative gross receipts from sales of TPP of $100,000 or in 200 

or more separate transactions during the preceding 12-month period are 

considered to be the retailer of each sale of TPP made on its marketplace and 

are required to register, collect and remit tax on all sales delivered into IL. 

Effective date: Jan 1, 2020.

➢ Indiana: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in IN or that have 

made or facilitated gross sales of TPP, electronically delivered goods, or 

taxable services of $100,000 or in 200 or more separate transactions in the 

prior or current calendar year are required to register, collect and remit tax on 

all sales delivered into IN. Effective date: July 1, 2019.

➢ Iowa: Marketplace facilitators with a  physical presence in IA or making or 

facilitated Iowa sales of TPP, services, or specified digital products for delivery 

into IA of $100,000 or more in the prior or current calendar year are required 

to register, collect and remit IA sales tax and applicable local option sales tax.  

Effective date: Jan 1, 2019.
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Marketplace Facilitator Registration, 
Collection and Reporting – State by State Overview

➢ Kansas: Marketplace facilitators that make taxable sales into KS, including 

their own sales and sales of marketplace sellers, of $100,000 or more in the 

prior or current calendar year are required to register, collect, and remit tax on 

its own and facilitated sales delivered into KS. Effective date: July 1, 2021 

➢ Kentucky: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in KY or that make 

sales into KY, including their own sales and sales of marketplace sellers, of TPP, 

digital property or taxable services of more than $100,000 or in 200 or more 

transactions in the prior or current calendar year are required to register, 

collect, and remit tax on all sales delivered into KY. Effective for transactions 

on or after July 1, 2019, the term “marketplace provider” replaces the term 

“marketplace facilitator” Effective date: July 1, 2019.

➢ Louisiana: Marketplace facilitators that made or facilitated more than 

$100,000 in gross revenue sales from sales delivered into LA or have or 

facilitated 200 or more transactions into LA in the prior or current calendar 

year are required to register, collect and remit tax on sales into LA. Effective 

date: July 1, 2020.
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Collection and Reporting – State by State Overview

➢ Maine: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in ME or that made or 

facilitated more than $100,000 in gross annual sales from the delivery of TPP or 

taxable services into ME in the prior or current calendar year are required to 

register, collect and remit tax on sales into ME. (Note, prior to Jan 1, 2022, ME’s 

marketplace facilitator law included a 200 transactions threshold).  Effective date: 

Oct 1, 2019.

➢ Maryland: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in MD or who have had 

or facilitated sales of TPP or taxable services of $100,000 or had or facilitated 200 

or more separate transactions into MD during the prior or current calendar year are 

required to register, collect and remit tax on all sales delivered into MD. Effective 

date: Oct 1, 2019.

➢ Massachusetts: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in MA or that made 

or facilitated more than $100,000 in MA retail sales or services on behalf of a 

marketplace seller in the prior or current taxable year are considered retailers and 

are required to collect, report and remit tax on sales into MA. Effective date: Oct 

1, 2019.
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Collection and Reporting – State by State Overview

➢ Michigan: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in or otherwise 

have nexus in MI are required to register, collect and remit tax on sales into 

MN on their own sale and sales they facilitate. For determining whether a 

marketplace facilitator has nexus, its own sales and the sales of its 

marketplace sellers that it facilitates, are considered. Effective date: Jan 1, 

2022.

➢ Minnesota: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in MN or that 

made or facilitated more than $100,000 in retail sales or made or facilitated 

200 or more retail transactions into MN in the prior 12-month period, are 

required to register, collect and remit tax on sales into MN. Effective date: 

Oct 1, 2019.

➢ Mississippi: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in MS or that 

made or facilitated more than $250,000 in sales in the prior 12-month period, 

are required to register, collect and remit tax on sales into MS. Effective date: 

Jan 1, 2022.
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Collection and Reporting – State by State Overview

➢ Missouri: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in MO or that made 

or facilitated retail sales of TPP of more than $100,000 into MO in the most 

recent 12-month period will be required to register, collect and remit tax on 

sales into MO once MO’s marketplace facilitator law goes into effect. NE. 

Effective date: Jan 1, 2023.

➢ Nebraska: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in NE or that made 

or facilitated retail sales of TPP of more than $100,000 or made or facilitated 

200 or more separate transactions into NE in the prior or current calendar year 

are required to register, collect and remit tax on sales into NE. Effective date: 

April 1, 2019.

➢ Nevada: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in NV or that make 

or facilitate retail sales of TPP of more than $100,000 or made or facilitated 

200 or more separate transactions into NV in the prior or current calendar year 

are required to register, collect and remit tax on sales into NV. Effective date: 

Oct 1, 2019.
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Marketplace Facilitator Registration, 
Collection and Reporting – State by State Overview

➢ New Jersey: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in NJ or that 

make or facilitate gross sales of TPP, digital property or taxable services are 

required to register, collect and remit tax NJ tax on sales into NJ. Effective 

date: July 1, 2019.

➢ New Mexico: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in NM or have 

gross receipts of at $100,000 or more from sales, leases and licenses of TPP, 

sales of licenses and sales of services and licenses for use of real property 

sourced to New Mexico in the prior calendar year are required to register, 

collect and remit tax the NM gross receipts tax.  Effective date: July 1, 2019.

➢ New York: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in NY or that 

make or facilitate total gross sales of more than $500,000 or made or 

facilitated 100 or more separate transactions into NY in the immediately 

preceding 4 quarters (ending on the last day of February, May, August and 

November) are required to register, collect and remit tax on sales into NY. 

Effective date: June 1, 2019.
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Collection and Reporting – State by State Overview

➢ North Carolina: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in NC or that 

facilitated more than $100,000 in NC sales in the prior or current calendar year 

are required to register, collect and remit tax on sales into NC. Effective date: 

Feb 1, 2020.

➢ North Dakota: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in ND or that 

made or facilitated more than $100,000 in ND sales in the prior or current 

calendar year are required to register, collect and remit tax on sales into ND. 

Effective date: Oct 1, 2019.

➢ Ohio: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in OH or that make or 

facilitate total gross sales of more than $100,000 or made or facilitated 200 or 

more separate transactions into OH of TPP or taxable services, the benefit of 

which is realized in OH, in the prior or current calendar year are considered the 

seller with respect to all sales they facilitate and are required to register, 

collect and remit tax on sales into OH. Effective date: Aug 1, 2019.
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Collection and Reporting – State by State Overview

➢ Oklahoma: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in OK or that 

make or facilitate retail sales of more than $100,000 in the prior or current 

calendar year are required to register, collect and remit tax OK tax on sales 

into OK. Effective date: July 1, 2018.

➢ Pennsylvania: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in PA or that 

make or facilitate retail sales of TPP of more than $100,000 in the prior 

calendar year are required to register, collect and remit tax on sales into PA. 

Effective date: April 1, 2018.

➢ Rhode Island: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in RI or that 

make or facilitate gross sales of TPP, including electronically delivered 

property, of more than $100,000 or made or facilitated 200 or more separate 

transactions into RI in the prior or current calendar year are required to 

register, collect and remit tax on sales into RI. Effective July 1, 2019, the term 

“marketplace facilitator” replaces the term “retail sales facilitator.” Effective 

date: July 1, 2019.
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Collection and Reporting – State by State Overview

➢ South Carolina: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in SC or that 

make or facilitate sales of more than $100,000 or made or facilitated 200 or 

more separate transactions into SC in the prior or current calendar year are 

required to register, collect and remit tax on sales into SC. Effective date: 

April 26, 2019.

➢ South Dakota: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in SD or that 

made or facilitated gross sales of TPP, including electronically delivered 

property and taxable services, of more than $100,000 or made or facilitated 

200 or more separate transactions into SD in the prior or current calendar year 

are required to register, collect and remit tax on sales into SD. Effective date: 

March 1, 2019.

➢ Tennessee: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in TN or that 

facilitated more than $100,000 in total sales to consumers in TN in the past 12 

months are required to register, collect and remit tax TN tax on sales into TN. 

Effective date: Oct 1, 2020.
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Collection and Reporting – State by State Overview

➢ Texas: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in TX or that make or 

facilitate gross taxable sales of $500,000 or more in the prior or current 

calendar year are required to register, collect and remit tax TX tax on sales 

into TX. Effective date: October 1, 2019.

➢ Utah: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in UT or that makes or 

facilitate retail sales of TPP, including electronically delivered property and 

taxable services, of more than $100,000 or made or facilitated 200 or more 

separate transactions separate transactions into UT in the prior or current 

calendar year are required to register, collect and remit tax on sales into UT. 

Effective date: October 1, 2019.

➢ Vermont: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in VT or that made 

or facilitated gross sales of TPP of more than $100,000 or made or facilitated 

200 or more separate transactions into VT in the previous 12-month period are 

required to register, collect and remit tax on sales into VT. Effective date: June 

1, 2019.
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➢ Virginia: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in VA or that 

make or facilitate sales of more than $100,000 or made or facilitated 200 or 

more separate transactions into VA in the prior or current calendar year are 

required to register, collect and remit tax on sales into VA. Effective date: 

July 1, 2019.

➢ Washington: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in WA or that 

have sales sourced to WA of at least $10,000 in the prior or current are 

required to register to collect, report and remit tax on sales into WA or 

comply with WA’s notice & reporting requirements. Effective date: January 

1, 2018.

➢ West Virginia: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in WV or 

that make or facilitate retail sales of TPP, digital goods or taxable services of 

more than $100,000 in the prior or current calendar year are required to 

register, collect and remit tax WV tax on sales into WV. Effective date: July 

1, 2019.
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Collection and Reporting – State by State Overview

➢ Wisconsin: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in WI or that 

make or facilitate gross sales of TPP or taxable services of more than $100,000 

or made or facilitated 200 or more separate transactions into WI in the prior or 

current calendar year are required to register, collect and remit tax WI tax on 

sales into WI. Effective date: Jan 1, 2020.

➢ Wyoming: Marketplace facilitators with a physical presence in WY or that 

make or facilitate retail sales of TPP, digital goods or taxable services of more 

than $100,000 in the prior or current calendar year are required to register, 

collect and remit tax WY tax on sales into WY. Effective date: July 1, 2019.
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Best Practices for Marketplace Facilitators 
in Contracting with Sellers

➢ Know the rules: Determine if you meet the definition of a “marketplace 
facilitator / provider” with nexus

➢ Monitor and measure sales towards nexus threshold

➢ Register where appropriate – existing account v. sub-account (WA, NJ) or 
separate account (KY)

➢ Clearly define your obligations regarding your record-keeping, seller record-
keeping, sales data required for compliance and remittance obligations

➢ Clearly define the data provided to Remote Sellers –

• While a few states clearly indicate that sellers with nexus need only 
remote their other sales on their return, most states hold to the 
position that sellers shall report gross sales then deduct marketplace 
sales in arriving at tax base 
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Best Practices for Marketplace Facilitators 
in Contracting with Sellers

➢ Data – what’s being sold, where delivered, and price

➢ Provide notice to seller of your collection / remittance as required by state 
– email, website, specific form (e.g., NY ST-150)

➢ Determine exemption certificate obligations – provide to sellers 

➢ Determine whether the state marketplace standard enables the seller to 
opt out of compliance

➢ Ensure policies and procedures for tracking returns, bad debts and credits, 
as these impact tax base

➢ Educate – marketplaces must appreciate their critical role in educating not 
only marketplace sellers but state tax administrators towards uniformity, 
consistency and simplicity

➢ Marketplace sellers should be aware of the impact of the marketplace 
facilitator laws on their nexus determination

▪ Many state require that the seller include marketplace sales in the 
seller’s nexus determination even if the marketplace will remit the tax



QUESTIONS?
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Thank You!

Michael T. Dillon, Esq. 

President

Dillon Tax Consulting LLC

4 Steele Avenue

Annapolis, MD 21401

Direct:  410.507.9282

mike@dillontaxconsulting.com

www.dillontaxconsulting.com

Sylvia F. Dion, CPA,

Founder & Managing Partner

PrietoDion Consulting Partners LLC

8 Hutchins Way

Westford, MA 01886

Direct:  978.846.1641

sylviadion@prietodiontax.com

www.prietodiontax.com
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